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Motivation
● GEM has been optimized using MPI+OpenACC on Summit
● To understand whether we can achieve similar performance using OpenMP target
offloading
● To increase the portability of GEM
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Experimental Setup
●

Summit contains 4608 compute nodes

●

The theoretical peak performance is 200,795 TFlop/s, and the Linpack performance is 148,600 TFlop/s

●

512 GB of DDR4 memory for POWER9, and 96 GB of High Bandwidth Memory (HBM2) for V100

●

NVIDIA HPC SDK 21.7 is used

Hardware details of a Summit’s compute node

Structure of GEM

Flow schematic of GEM

●

Second-order Runge-Kutta method to advance the particle trajectories is used
○

Prediction step: xn+½=xn+Δt/2*f(EMn,xn), and obtain EMn+½

○

Correction step: xn+1=xn+Δt*f(EMn+1/2,xn+1/2)

OpenMP GPU Offloading
Porting and Optimization Strategy
●

Strategies of GPU-offloading: Perform as much computation as possible on GPU
○ Keep all particle and field data in GPU
○ Minimize data movement during shift

●

Shifting consists of the initialization step and the actual data movement.
○ The initialization step constructs sorted pointers to particle holes and buffers for the sending and receiving
processes. (called only once per shifting operation)
○ The actual data movement consists of non-blocking MPI communication, removal of holes, and reconstruction
of particle arrays. (called for each particle array)

●

Searching for nonhole indices from the end of the array in sequential order is more efficient than constructing the
pointers to particle holes in a strictly increasing order

Baseline OpenMP GPU offloading implementation in GEM

Example OpenMP GPU offloading code with reduction in the shift.

●

Example OpenMP GPU offloading code with a combination of parallel
and serial work in the particle pushers.

The following two methods are utilized to ensure correct data movement by
which the OpenMP results are consistent with OpenACC ones
○
The first is to compare the NVIDIA compiler -Minfo diagnostic
reports for OpenMP and OpenACC, respectively
○
The second is to compare the program output of each MPI rank at
the end of each loop in OpenACC and OpenMP ports after calling
MPI Barrier

Results and Analysis
Speedup Performance for Single Node
●

The grid size is 258 × 16 × 6, where 6 corresponds to 6 GPUs per node on Summit

●

The total particle number is 512 times the number of grid points

OpenMP GPU offloading speedup versus baseline OpenMP CPU on single node.

OpenMP GPU offloading speedup versus baseline OpenACC GPU on single node.

Speedup Performance for Single Node
●

pmove consists of two substeps
○ Determine which particles are to be moved to which MPI rank
○ Exchange the coordinates of all the particles to be moved and restructure the particle arrays. The MPI
communication done on CPU

●

Our algorithm needs to avoid many small GPU kernel launches, try GPUDirect communication

OpenMP GPU offloading speedup versus baseline OpenMP CPU on single node.

Roofline Analysis for Single Node
●

All kernels are in the compute-bound region and are limited by compute throughput

●

The characteristics of our kernels are very high register usage per thread: cpush (244), ppush (244), and grid1 (128), which limits the number
of concurrent thread blocks per Streaming Multiprocessor (SM) to 2 for cpush and ppush kernels and 4 for grid1 kernel on an NVIDIA V100
GPU

●

A large fraction of uncoalesced memory accesses exist. This is not a huge performance penalty

A Roofline Model plot of three kernels on an NVIDIA V100 GPU.

Scalability Analysis
●

The grid size is 258 × 64 × 48, where 48 is a multiple of 6

●

The particle number per grid cell is increased from 256 to 2048 in proportion to the node count being increased from 64 to 512

Wallclock time for ppush, cpush, pmove, grid1, and others as a function
of number of nodes for OpenMP GPU offloading with NVIDIA HPC
SDK 21.7 on Summit.

Wallclock time for ppush, cpush, pmove, grid1, and others as a function
of number of nodes for OpenMP CPU with NVIDIA HPC SDK 21.7 on
Summit.

Scalability Analysis

OpenMP GPU offloading speedup versus baseline OpenMP CPU as
a function of number of nodes with NVIDIA HPC SDK 21.7 on Summit.

Investigation of Hardware Threads

●

Each of the POWER9’s physical cores consists of 4 “slices”, 7 rows of cores are assigned for the compute node

●

SMT(Simultaneous Multi Threading) is the feature through which individual physical cores can support multiple
execution streams

●

Set the number of threads in batch script as 7 × 4 for SMT4, 7 × 2 for SMT2 and 7 × 1 for SMT1, separately

Discussion
●

The test problem was too small to take advantage of GPUs
○
Particle loop that was offloaded to the GPU in several subroutines had a very short trip count
○
The GPU compute utilization and memory throughput utilization was only a few percent of the peak performance
Workaround: increase the particle count from 60,928 to 1,946,070

●

The Fortran modulo intrinsic impeded compiler parallelization
○
The kernel launch configuration used only 1 thread per thread block for ppush subroutine
Workaround: increase the threads per team using the thread limit clause

Example: The diagnostic showed that the compiler was only parallelizing the loop over teams: "Loop parallelized across teams !
blockidx%x".
We commented out code from the target region until the message changed to:"Loop parallelized across teams, threads(128) !
blockidx%xthreadidx%x".
○
The Fortran modulo intrinsic is not often used in Fortran codes and was never properly supported on the GPU by NVIDIA
Workaround: use the more often used mod intrinsic with slightly modified arguments in order to obtain correct results.

●

The Fortran save attribute caused a compiler segfault
○ The initial version of our code used the target teams distribute parallel do combined directive, which caused the NVIDIA HPC SDK
21.7 compiler to segfault.
○
The save attribute on module level variables caused the issue. This was hard to track down because GEM subroutines use many
variables defined in modules.
Workaround: replace the target teams distribute parallel do combined directive with the target teams loop combined directive

●

Improper use of the map clause greatly diminished performance
○ The initial version of several of our offloaded code regions mapped a loop upper bound variable to the GPU
○ The Nsight Compute profiler showed that these kernels were launched on the GPU with 8 thread blocks despite the
loop trip count being 1,946,070
Workaround: remove the map clause so that the variables were given an implicit data sharing attribute of firstprivate
in the target region. The NVIDIA compiler engineers said this was expected behavior but plan to tweak the default
launch configuration from 8 thread blocks to 1024 thread blocks when loop bounds are unknown.

●

All the compiler issues were reported to NVIDIA and have been fixed in NVIDIA HPC SDK 21.9. The one remaining bug
left to fix is the save attribute bug.

Summary
●

We have ported the GEM code, written in FORTRAN, by converting OpenACC GPU offloading to OpenMP GPU
offloading. Additionally, we have kept all the particle and field data in GPU memory and minimized the data transfers
between CPU and GPU

●

We have compared OpenMP GPU with OpenMP CPU on Summit using a single node. Speedups as large as ∼280X (i.e.,
ppush)

●

We have used weak scaling to compare OpenMP GPU with OpenMP CPU. The speedups for different kernels are very
similar to that of a single node, and the speedup for total time could reach ∼14X.

●

We have investigated the hardware threads for IBM POWER9 processors on Summit, and indicated that SMT2 is the most
efficient to run the OpenMP CPU cases

●

We have discussed the issues we confronted when porting GEM on Summit using OpenMP GPU offloading, and
explained explicitly the solutions

